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BIJOU'S GIFT GUIDE
A gift idea for every tangler on your list.



FOR THE BEGINNER
Give the gift of the Zentangle Method and introduce

your friends and family to the magic of tangling.  

The Zentangle Primer Pack Vol. 1 contains
everything that one would need to begin
their Zentangle journey. Dive deep into the
method and philosophy behind it, while
completing the exercises inside with the
Zentangle materials included.  

The No Mistakes Tool Pouch is just what
every new tangler needs to keep all of their
tangling tools in. Original artwork by Maria
Thomas on the front serves as a reminder of
one of the Zentangle Methods most
important philosophies.  

The Zentangle Apprentice Kit, or ZAK, is
designed for our younger tanglers.  This kit
contains Zentangle Apprentice Materials and
special instruction booklet. A great choice
for kids who love to explore their creative
side.  

https://zentangle.com/products/primer-pack-vol-1


FOR THE ENTHUSIAST 
The perfect gift for the tangle lover in your life. 

The Zentangle Kit - Expanded is every

tangler's dream. Filled to the brim with tiles
of all shapes and colors, a Zentangle legend
booklet and all of the tangling tools you
need. All inside a Zentangle keepsake box. 
 For the tangler who wants to fill their box
with their own supplies, Bijou suggests the
Zentangle Kit - Classic. 

Every Zentangle enthusiast knows that the
Zentangle Method comes with a secret
language all its own. The Tangle Terms Tote 
 features Zentangle's distinct vocabulary in
Maria Thomas' flowing calligraphy.  

This limited edition Bijou Box is a must have 
 this holiday season. This box contains Bijou
tiles in White, Gray, Black,  Renaissance and
Translucen- Z! This box is  the only way to 
 get Bijou Translucen-Z tiles. Bijou is proudly
donating 50% of the profits of this box to the
Zentangle Foundation. 

https://zentanglefoundation.org/


FOR THE TANGLER WHO HAS
EVERYTHING 

Gifts for the tangler in your life who has all of the tiles and pens
already. These timeless gifts are at the top of every tangler's list.  

The Zenkerchief is a thoughtful gift for any
tangler. This kerchief style scarf features
custom artwork by Rick Roberts and Maria
Thomas. Wear around you neck,  in your hair,
on your bag or display as a piece of artwork. 

The Tile Tome  is a classic 3-ring binder with
a Zentangle twist. Filled with kraft and black
paper, the tile tome is begging to be filled
with tiles and tangles. Pair with a set of
photo corners so they can start adding their
tiles right away.  

Each Zentangle MantraBand features one of
four Zentangle philosophies and serves as a
small reminder each day to embrace the
lessons we learn through tangling.  


